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Community/Area Surveyed__________________________________________
Estimated Population ______________________________________________
Date Survey Completed ____________________________________________
Total # of Porn Outlets

6
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Convenience stores

________ yes

(e.g. Playboy, Penthouse, Hustler, etc.) –
________ no

Mainstream book stores (e.g. Barnes & Noble, Border’s Books, etc.)

2512*5$3+,&9,'(26

________yes

________ no
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Mainstream video stores ________ yes
_________ no
*Any local video rental outlet, i.e. video store, grocery store, convenience store, etc.,
where one or more videos have the following ratings: NC-17, 17+, X, XXX,
nonrated, M (mature), VM (very mature)


$
NON-MAINSTREAM STORES
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________ yes
________ no
*Generally considered a sexually oriented business that should be regulated

&
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(total # of channels ________)

*Cable franchise or over-the-air subscription service with
“adult/sexually oriented” movies for subscribers only ________ yes

27(/

+

0

________ no
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*Advertises & provides “adult/sexually oriented” movies for guests _______ yes

$
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________ no




*Advertises for 1 & 2 hour stays (generally used for prostitution) ________ yes

<



________ no
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________ yes

_________ no
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________ yes

________ no

6
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Offers strippers all the time

________ yes

________ no

Offers strippers periodically

________ yes

_________ no

$)$32512*5$3+<$:$5(1(666859(<
%86,1(66'(7$,/

Name of Business Surveyed ________________________________________ Date Survey Completed _________________
Address, City, St, Zip, Phone ____________________________________________________________________________
Owner of Business (if known) ______________________________________ Area Surveyed_________________________
Notes ______________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

3

Y/N PORNOGRAPHY
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6

(e.g. Playboy, Penthouse, Hustler, etc.)

Convenience stores
Age restricted Behind counter Approx. # titles ______
Mainstream book stores (e.g. Barnes & Noble, Border’s Books, etc.)
Age restricted Behind counterHomosexual
literature
Approx. # titles ______

3
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Mainstream video stores
*Any local video rental outlet, i.e. video store, grocery store , convenience store, etc.,
where one or more videos have the following ratings: NC-17, 17+, X, XXX,
nonrated, M (mature), VM (very mature)

Age restricted Behind counter
$

Separate room
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Non-mainstream stores

ID required - Age requirement_______ Hours of operation __________Sex toys sold
Viewing booths Openings for patron sex
Drug
paraphernalia sold
*Generally considered a sexually oriented business that should be regulated

&
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(total # of channels)
*Cable franchise or over-the-air subscription service with
“adult/sexually oriented” movies for subscribers only
0

+
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*Advertises & provides “adult/sexually oriented” movies for guests
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*Advertises for 1 & 2 hour stays (generally used for prostitution)
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Offers strippers all the time
Offers strippers periodically

